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Abstract

Lower hybrid waves are a demonstrated, continuous means of driving

toroidal current in a tokamak. V_rhen these waves propagate in a tokamak

fusion reactor, in which there are energetic c_-particles, there are conditions

under which the a,-particles do not appreciably damp, and ma}, even am-

plify, the wave, thereby enhancing the current-drive effect• Waves traveling

in one poloidal direction, irl addition to being directed in one toroidal di-

rection, are shown to be tile most efRcient drivers of current in the presence

of the energetic a,-part_icles.
i
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Either for heating the fuel ions or for driving current, delivering power

to the tokamak is a central problem in tokamak plasma research, and an

effective means of delivering this power is through the lower hybrid wave.

Tilese waves, directed into the plasma by means of an array of waveguides,

may be absorbed either by electrons or ions. Ttmse waves are also an 6

efficient means for steady-state current drive when they are absorbed largely

by electrons traveling in one toroidal direction. 1 Unfortunately, in the most

favorable wave regimes in a tokamak reactor, the current-drive efficiency

may be reduced greatly because these waves tend also to be absorbed by

energetic a-particles. 2

For heating by intense 'waves, the a-particles tend to absorb more wave

power than dc [,he electrons, because the electron interaction exhibits quasi-

linear saturation, i.e., the ellectron velocity distribution flattens in the region

where the wave phase velocities are finite. The a-particle interaction ex-

hibits no saturation, because once in resonance, the c_-particle remains in

resonance even as it gains energy. Recent calculations, 3-5 which explore

this severe damping by a-particles, are made under the assumption that

the plasma is infinite and homogeneous.
$

We show, however, that in an inhomogeneous plasma subjected to lo-

calized wave power, the interaction of a-particles with lower hybrid waves

can exhibit very different and useful effects. Of particular interest is the "

case of electrostatic waves with wavenumbers predominantly in the direc-

tioi,_ perpendicular to the magnetic field, but in the magnetic surface- for

tokamaks with circular cross section, this would mean a, large _'e, where F)is

the azimuthal direction, but a concentration of the wave amplitude in t.ile

radial direction. Such regimes are found in wave.-tracing solutions that cir-

cle the tokamak center, a-s The nature of the wave-particle interaction can

then be qualitatively different" First, the a-particle diffusion in velocity is

now tied to diffusion in space. Thus, upon absorbing energy the a-particle

may be forced out of the wave region., saturating the absorption. Second,

if there is a gradient in the a-particle distribution, then there is even the

possibility of wave amplification, rather than wave damping. Wave amplifi-

cation by a-particles could accompany wave damping by electrons, leading e

to very efficient current drive.
The energy tapped in wave amplification is the free-expansion energy in l,

radially concentrated a-particles. A similar tapping of free energy, involving

lower hybrid waves, occurs in the so-called lower-hybrid drift instability, °-1°



where the free energy arises from the drift of the ion species.

The consequences of tapping a-particle energy, to the extent that it oc-

curs, are very favorable for tokamak operation' the wave amplification and

diffusive effect removes from the center unwanted helium ash, diminishes

the a-particle energy which makes for less energy available to hml unwanted

bJ instabilities, and channels this energy to lower hybrid waves traveling irl one

toroidal direction to make more efficient the current drive. It is the purpose

of this paper to identify and to quantify this effect.

To analyze these possibilities, we construct a Green's function for the

energy exchange. We consider an electrostatic wave, with wavenumber

in the y-direction, interacting with a-particles magnetized in a strong z-

directed magnetic field, B. The a-particles are assumed to be produced

with a gradient in the x-direction. These a-particles are assumed to be

magnetically confined in the plasma, but not in the wave, i.e., ]cyp_ >> 1,

where pc_ is the a-particle gyroradius. Thus, if, due to the wave, the a-

particle momentum changes by mazhvy, then the change in the a-particle

energy is _E -- rna ,j. t, 5t,,a, and the change in the gyrocenter is _xgc -

- o B/m_ is the gyrofrequency. The wave-particle5t, v/f_ _, where f_o - _e

, resonance is a.' =/,',at',a, so upon exchanging energy ,.:XE with the wave, the

particle moves 5a:s_ = _AElcv/rn_f_w. The excursions in gyroradius are

• proportional to the excursions in energy, but inversely proportional to the

wave phase velocity" assuming wave phase velocities about 6 ion thermal

velocities t'Ti (so as to avoid ion Landau damping), then, for a change in

energy of rn_ t,_/'2 = 3.5 MeV (where t,_ is the birth speed), there would be

a change in the guiding-center position of L = _.,_t,:,a/2a;.Q_, which might be

about 20 cm in a 5 T magnetic field.

A diffusion equation in one dimension can be obtained by integrating

the quasilinear diffusion equation for the a-particles over parallel velocity
11 to obtainspace

0-'7 c3--TeF+ _ + . ge- ew c9-7-: c).'V F+ lx/TTT-e'

, (1)
where .F is the a-particle distribution integrated over parallel velocity,

," " ," - ,• and where we have normalized e = t.l/t.g, X = x 9 , r 2z.,_ and

e,_, = (w//,',at,_)2. The first, t.erm on the right represents slowing down

on electrons, the dominant, col!isional relaxation fbr energetic, a-particles,

3



= is  lowi g dow of
particles on electrons. The third term is related to the a-particle source_

where S(z) = _9(z)/4,cv_u, and where _9 is the _-partide production rate
!

per unit length. The second term gives the quasilinear diffusion of the a-

particles, where the diffusion coefFicient may be written, under very general

c.onditions, 12 as

{ (w/uG)(Vo,_/v_) _ if e > ew and 0 < X _ A,; (2)D(e, X) = 0 otherwise,

where Vosc = 2eE/mw would be the oscillating velocity of an a-particle in

tile electrostatic field of strength E, and where A is the normalized radial

extent of the lower hybrid power.

To calculate the energy exchange, define the quantity I.'V(Xo,eo, r),

the (normalized) amount of energy absorbed from the waves, within time

7", by an a-particle with coordinates (X0, e0) at 7" = 0. Thus, for example,

for quasilinear diffusion constant in time, the total (unnormalized) energy
¢" within time r, can be written asdelivered to the waves, _,,,,

$

= ----4u dX de dr'IV(X, e, 7"- 7"') v/T _ e ' .,

For comparison, the total a-particle energy delivered to the plasma within

t,ime r is simply

&(') :- 2-7 ,L¥ &'2(x, (3b)

and the fraction of c_-particle energy delivered to the waves is _w(v)/,_.¢' ¢

This quantity, of course, could be negative in the case of absorption of wave

power by the c_-particles.

Because we anticipate the use of high power density rf current-drive,

it will be of particular interest to calculate W in the limit .D --+ cx_. The
0

high power density might arise naturally through focussing, or it might be

incurred deliberately through brief, intense pulsing of the rf, which might *

improve the penetration la and, under certain circumstances, even enhance *

the eftq.ciency. 14 In the limit D --* _c, very quickly an a,-particle at (Xo, e0)



will be diffused by the waves over the line X + e = X0 ± e0 (see Fig. 1).

There will be an instantaneous energy exchange

Wo(Xo, = + c i.2 - eo, (4)

where the first quantity gives the final average kinetic energy over the dif-

fusion region, and where the maximum energy is simply emax = X0 + e0. A

diffusion path can be defined by P(X, e) -- X + e. For the minimum energy

in the diffusion region, we have two separate cases

P-A forP> A+ew, Region(b)
4

emin -- ew for P < A+ ew, Region (a) (_)

which gives

{Xo - ,4/2 for P > ..4 + e,,,;W0(X0, e0) = (X0-e0)/2+ew/2 forP< A+ew.
(6)

, Note that the instantaneous energy exchange can be positive or negative;

for X0 small, it is always negative, which means that energy flows from the

a-particle to the wave, since, on balance, it is diffused by the wave to lower

energy. This phenomenon, possible only when spatial diffusion is exploited,

exhibits wave amplification! In contrast, the infinite homogeneous models

of the wave plasma interaction (recovered here in the limit L ---+ 0 and,

X0, ,4 --+ oc) allow diffusion in energy only. In such models, W0(:go, e0) +

. _, since, in the limit D --+ :_, no normalizable time-asymptotic state exists.

After the instantaneous energy exchange, the particle density is uni-

form over the diffusion path, X + e = P, and no further energy exchange

occurs until collisional slowing down renders the density no longer uniform

over diffusion paths. The entire energy exchange is the sum of the instan-

, raucous energy exchange and the subsequent energy exchange oi" the line,
i.g.,

W(X0, e0,r) = W0(X0,e0)+ WL(PO,r), (7)
w

where the line energy exchange depends _hrough the initial coordinates on

the initial line parameter Po =- Y(X0, e0 ).

In calculating the energy exchange WL(P0, r)in the limit D --+ ec,

first consider the case Po > ,4 + e,,,, i.e., region (b). Imagine the slowing

,.5



down and the diffusion occuring in separate, but nearly coincident steps:

First, neglecting for an instant Ar the wave diffusion, suppose all the a-

particles, initially distributed on the line X + e = Po slow down by means

of collisions. Then, within the wave region 0 _< X _< ,4, the c_-particles will

become distributed uniformly over the collisionally decelerated line X + ,:

tt'e = Po, where g, = 1 + At. Second, at the time At, suppose the waves

instantaneously diffuse the a-particles over the wave region, thus equalizing

the density along the diffusion paths X + e = constant. Here, zero-flux

conditions are imposed at the boundaries at X = 0 and at X = A, since

the diffusion coefficient vanishes at the boundaries, and the slowing down

is parallel tothe boundaries. The energy exchange at time/Xr can then be

found as the integral over the decelerated line density of the instantaneous

energy exchange

  t(P0, = (P0- x)/ )dx = 0. 8)

Remarkably, the energy exchange vanishes. This can be seen immediately
l

from the fact that collisions, operating on a line of uniform density in re-

gion (b), leave unchanged the average X as .4/2. Hence, by Eq.(6), there

is no energy exchange.

The result of the slowing down and diffusion after the incremental time

&r is to smear the c_-particles over the region Pmin _< P < Pmr×, where

P,,,/, --: Pc)/_:' and Pmax = P0/_? + .4(1 - 1/7_'). If we approximate the

smeared distribution as a line distribution at the average position P =

/Davr --" (.Pmin q- Pmax)/2, then, setting Pi = P_,,_, the preceding analysis can

be iterated to obtain the energy exchange in the next incremental instant

of time. Clearly, repeated iteration results in no energy exchange until the

line decelerates to region (a), which occurs, for some P;= A + ew, at time

Po -.4- e.,
Ta =jAr = . (9)

The analysis here is equivalent to a multiple-time-scale approach in the

limit D -+ oc, in which, on the shortest time scale, homogeneity along the

diffusion paths is assured, and, on a longer time scale, the position of t.his

path responds to t.he slowing down.



The energy exchange in region (a) is more complicated; particles are no

longer conserved in the wave region, since a-particles leave the wave region

through slowing down along the boundary e = e.w. Moreover, as we show

the energy exchange is nonvanishing. Suppose there is a-particle density

iV'/, at time //.Rr, along the line X + e = Pi in. region (a). The maximum

value of X along this line is Xi = Pi- ew, occurring at the boundary

= _w. If collisions operate now on this line for the incremental time At,

then the result is a uniform line density over the line X + _#e.= Pi, with X,

at the boundary e = _u,, now given by Pi - _#¢w -- X_: and the number of

a-particles lost from the region is evidently Ni(X_ - Xi)/Xi.

Upon diffusion by waves, the average instantaneous energy exchange

over the collisionally decelerated line at time i&r is

(Ai. _L)i = ..--_. Wo(X, (Pi - X)/t_)d.¥ = ' (Pi - ,t'e,,), (I0)
X; 4_t,

where use was made of Eq.(6). The total energy exchange within time r,

for a line originally at Po in region (.al) can then be written as

r/&r

' lfo_WL ( Po, r ) = Alirn_--oE Ni<aWL>i = -4 N(r')[P(r')- e_,]dr'. (11).
i=0

For the diffusion of one particle, N0 = N(O) = 1, and it remains now to .

find ,Xr(r) and P(r).

Let. us again suppose that. the main effect of slowing down and. diffusion

is to shift the line X +e = P/ to X +e = P/+_. Here, in region (a), we

have Pmin = Pi/g' but Pmax = Pi q-(1- g')ew. Setting P/+I to the average.

position of the smeared distribution gives the difference equar, ion

Pi+1 = P_,,r = Pi(1 + g')/2t_ +(I -,_)ew/2, (12)

which, in the limit 2Xr -+ O, may be integrated to get

: P(r, Po) = (Po + ew)e -_/2 - _-w. (13)

' Using Ni+l = X[/.\"i = (Pi- _'e_)/(Pi- ew), and taking the lir>:t

A r --+ O, we can write a differential equation for N as

dN (r ) e
= - :V(r),

dr P(r) + e,.,_



and, using Eq.(l:3), we can solve

(1 -:v(,) = Nox, '

where s = 2ew/(Po + ew). Note that both Eqs.(13) and (1,5) are valid until

time r = rmax, where rmax = 2 hl(l/s), at which time P -+ ew, N ---+0, and

the particles have all left the resonant region.

Plugging Eqs.(12) and (15), with No = 1, into Eq.(ll), we get,

1 ew -3r - - e - + 2s e r/2 l . (16)V/c(P0,r) = 4 1- s s

Using Eqs.(6) and (16) in Eq.(7) gives the full Green's function for the

energy exchange, through which the possibility of wave amplification can
be examined.

First, note that I'VL is always positive, and, with increasing time, it

becomes more positive. This means t,hat, for no-flux boundary conditions,

the amplification effect, if it occurs, is largest immediately. This suggests

that brief pulses of rf rna}" be more efficient than continuous rf excitation.

Second, consider the more likely case that the rf will be continuous, so

that, the asympl_otic limit r --+ 7.max is appropriate in evaluating I'VL. Note

that ail region (b) particles accumulate at time Ta at region (a) at the point

P0 = e.,_,+ A. Thus, substituting for r = rma x and for Po irl Eq.(16), and

defining 3 - 2e,,,/A, we can write for all region (b) a-particles

IVL(Po -- ew +A, 7---+ ct)- _ .3(5+1)1n['3/(;3+1)]-4-2/;3..3 . <17)

Consider two cases: For ;3 --+ 0, we have Wc _ ,4/2. For ;3 _ _, we

have I'Ve --_ A/83. The first case is unfavorable for amplification, since

IVc is positive by at least the amount by which I'V0 can be negative. The

second case is less unfavorable, and, in fact, W = W0 H-I'Ve can be negative,

implying amplification.

The physical explanation of the time-asymptotic energy exchange lies

in exactly how the a,-particles leave the resonant region. Clearly, along
any diffusion path, if a high energy particle leaves, it will be replaced, at

expense to the wave, bF" low energy particles: on the other hand, if a low



energy particle leaves, the reverse occurs, so that the wave is amplified. For

the unfavorable case, /3 --+ 0, a-particles are never lost from the resonant,

region at the low energy boundary. This is because the low energy particles,

with less perpendicular energy to lose, slow down less rapidly than do the

high energy particles, and so tend to leave the diffusion path at X = 0

" rather than at X =A; for example; as ew ---+0, the low energy particles are

stuck in the resonant region and can only escape the wave diffusion through

the diffusion path in which P ---+0. Thus, if particles are effectively lost in

this limit only at X = 0, tile waves must, as found in Eq.(17), inject an

average energy of AI2. In the opposite l.imit, 3 --+ oo, high energy particles

can, in fact, be lost from the resonant region at the boundary X = 0, so

the wav,e damping is less.

From this picture of the time-asymptoti'c energy exchange it becomes

. clear exactly how one must tamper with the no-ftux boundary conditions

in order to maximize tile amplification effect. Suppose that, there were an

ab,_orbing, rather than no-flux boundary; then, along any diffusion path that

intersects the absorbing boundary, particles would be lost at that boundary.

If the absorbing boundary can be placed either at e = ew or at X = ,4, then

the a.-particles would be lost at the low energy end of the diffusion pat.h,

with net energy to the wave; e.!t., in region (b), the energy re_co_'er_" is

: • simply ,4/2.

How, precisely, t,o accomplish the desirable absorbing boundary con-

ditions is beyond the scope oi" this letter. Note, however, that the physics

of c_-particle transport is quite rich (see, e.g., Refs. 15-18), and one might

. consicler a number of promisi:'.g possibilities: for example, to accomplish

the absorbing condition al; X = A, a magnetic ripple might be applied to

the outer flux surfaces of a tokamak, without producing significant interior

ripple. Particles in the ripple, which might be maximized say at X = .4,

e * ' wwould be lost pr_feIent_all_. In addition, there are interesting suggestions 1°

for introducing into a tokamak reactor certain kinds of magnetic turbu-

lence to remove c_-particles preferentially at several hundred keV. Such an

ash removal could produce an absorbing boundary near e = e,,,.

: The amount of energy extracted from the a-particles can be signifi-
J

cant. In principle,, through the use of the energetically favorable boundary

conditions, the available energy is the full perpendicular energy in a very

strong a-particle gradient, and about half this energy in a weak gradient.

Suppose, for example, that about 5_ of the fusion power our, put in a D-T
_

9
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reactoristo be recirculatedforlowerhybridcurrentdrive,but thatI0-20%

ofthe a-particlepower can be tapped. Sincethe a-particlepower _s20_ of

the fusionpower, by utilizingthe a-particles,the circulatingpower can be

held to only 1-3_ of the power output, effectively enhancing the efficiency '"

of the current drive by a factor of 1.7-5! Since the cost of a reactor is very

sensitive to the extent of recirculated power, the savings here could be im-

portant. Note also that in a D-He 3 reactor, in which the reaction products

are protons, lower hybrid waves could similarly tap the energetic proton

power, but with even greater e_ect, since the energetic protons dominate

the total fusion power.

In summary, we have identified the importance of the poloidal mo-

mentum in lower hybrid waves when these waves interact with a-particles.

Choosing the right sense of the poloidal wavenumber, together with the

right parallel wavenumber for current drive, can result in the channeling of

free a-particle energy to ttiose lower hybrid waves capable of driving current.

\Ve identified the Green's function for the wave-particle energy exchange,

and calculated, among other tilings, the important case of steady-state,

intense excitation. We find that the eiTects described here, particularly

when enhanced by certain means of ash removal, improve the prospects for

economical, steady-state opera_ion of a tokamak reactor.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The region of wave-particle interaction. The heavy solid line divides

the interaction region into regions (a) and (b). The solid line termi-

nating at Po is a typical diffusion path in region (a): after collisions

lasting Lr, particles on the solid line X + e = .Pc)slow down to the

dotted line X + (1 + Ar)e, = Po, which intersects the resonant region

boundary at Xr.
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